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Android recovery mode not showing
Joy Taylor Last updated: Jun. 03, 2020 Android Recovery Mode comes to shut up numerous problems. If your device has been configured incorrectly or is frozen, entering recovery mode is a hassle to resolve this issue. It's even useful when it comes to clearing the cache partition or resetting the phone. Lately, many
Android users have complained that their Android recovery mode does not open and finds recovery mode without command error by resetting their device and bringing the entire process to a standstill. The most common reason to find recovery mode without command error is when Superuser access has been denied or
terminated during a reset or upgrade process. Additionally, tersing Superuser access while installing the Google Play Store may even cause this error. The good news is that there are some ways to get rid of Android recovery mode that doesn't work. So keep reading to learn two different ways to fix the error. To fix the
problem you are experiencing, you can try any of the solutions below. Fix the recovery mode of Android Does Not Work problem by key combinations The easiest solution to fix huawei recovery mode does not work error is through key combinations. Before proceeding, make sure that you have ejected the memory card
and SIM card from your device. Also, disconnect the phone from a charger, USB cable, or other connections, if any, and make sure your device's battery is at least 50% charged. Below is the step-by-step guide on how to fix the error using the right key combinations. Step one. Once you get a No command error on your
device screen, try one of the following buttons at the same time for two to five seconds. Press and hold the Power up button and turn up the volume. Press and hold the Power button, the Home button, and the Volume Up button. Press and hold the Power up button and turn the volume down. Press and hold the Power
button, the Home button, and the Volume Down button. Press and hold the On button and the Home button. While you try different key combinations, be sure to give a few seconds space between each attempt in order to give your phone some time to process the command. Step two. This key combination would
probably resolve the error in Command as well as open recovery mode on your Android device. To resolve Android recovery mode Does not work Android recovery problem Recovery mode does not work by boot loop If the Android device is stuck in boot loop without displaying any command error, then this may occur
due to improper software installation or device cache error. However, any of the following methods can solve it, but your phone has to be the first in Cleaning Cache partition This solution is easy and will not cost anything and, in fact, not also data loss. So you should give it a try at least once by following the steps below:
Step 1. Press the Volume Down button to select the Clear cache partition option. Cache. 2. Press the Connect button twice to confirm the cache deletion. Step three. Use the Volume Down button and scroll to the option that says Device Reboot, and then choose it to restart the device. Clearing the cache partition can fix
Samsung's recovery mode not working error, but if it does not help, try the following solutions. To fix android recovery mode does not work problem manually install the update if you think that no command problem is due to software update or when trying to flash a custom ROM, try the following steps: Step 1: Press the
Volume Down button to select the application update from the cache option. Step 2: Press the Connect button to open the selection. Step 3: Choose the available software and hit the Power button to get it or install it. To fix android recovery mode not working problem via Manually install factory update Reset Android
phone here comes the latest solution for everyone who likes to solve android recovery mode that does not work problem. Well, this method comes with a disadvantage and that is that it would erase all your android content and settings, thus ensuring to back up your device's data before proceeding. Step 1: Press the
Volume Down button to go to the factory data/reset option. Step 2: Press the Power button to choose the option and start the process. Step 3: After the process is complete, the device will restart normally and set it back to use the device, just as you normally use it. To fix android recovery mode not working problem via
Factory Reset Android Phone The bottom line It is it on how to get rid of Android recovery mode does not work problem. In all, we cover all plausible ways to fix android recovery mode not working problem on Android devices like Huawei, Samsung, etc. We recommend that you try the above methods as they have
helped many Android users get out of the annoying error without command on their devices. However, if you have more questions about the post, feel free to share your question in the comments section below. More Related Articles A few days ago, one of our customers wrote us a question with the caption How to fix
android recovery mode not working and he read so:My Samsung Galaxy J10 Pro has been in custom recovery mode before, the device is rooted and the bootloader is unlocked. Now, I've tried switching my phone to Android recovery mode, but it doesn't work and keeps showing No Command on my phone screen.
Please, how do I fix this problem? This article would enlighten us about some common knowledge about Android recovery mode, and how to fix android recovery mode does not If you have Android recovery mode not working problem and all your attempts seem futile, then first you need to understand what recovery
mode does on Android devices before proceeding on how to solve the problem Without command. Android recovery mode resolves the following issues on Android devices:Helps fix an Android phone that is frozen due to the wrong configuration. Clear cached curly and restarts an Android phone. I've deleted all settings
and content from an Android device. Android recovery mode has the ability to fix a faulty Android device, but there are times when recovery mode bumps into the error problem No command. Notwithstanding the ability of recovery mode to fix Android problems, if it goes wrong with the No Command error, an effective
solution would be needed to fix it. Part 2: Effective solutions to fix android recovey mode not working Problem 1 Fix Android recovery mode not working problem with key combinationsKey matching is one of the easiest solutions to solve the error Without command on Android devices. However, before pressing any key,
be sure to remove your SIM and memory cards from the device. If your phone is connected to the charging source, unplug it, but make sure you have up to 80% of the battery charged. By following these steps and applying the following key combinations correctly as indicated below, you will fix android recovery mode
without working problem:Step 1. After you get the No command notification on the screen, press the following buttons simultaneously for 2 to 5 seconds:o Android recovery mode resolves the following issues on Android devices:Press and hold the Power and Volume Up buttons. Press and hold the Power, Home, and
Volume Up buttons. Press and hold the Power and Volume Down buttons. Press and hold the Power, Home, and Volume Down buttons. Press and hold the Power and Home buttons. Step two. This key combination will correct the No Command error and open Android recovery mode.2 Fix Android recovery mode Does
not work through LoopSSE Startup your Android phone is stuck in boot loop without showing any command error, this can happen due to improper software installation or simple device cache error. However, any of these few methods can fix it, but your device has to be in recovery mode first. Method 1. Clean cache
partition to fix no command errorEsto easy solution will not cost anything, not even data loss. It's a good solution and we hope you'll fix the problem. Step one. Press the Volume Down button to move the cursor to the Clear cache partition option. Step two. Press the Connect button twice to confirm that the cache is
deleted. Step three. Use the Volume Down button to scroll to the Reboot Device option, and then select it to restart your phone. We expect the cleanup cache partition to correct the 'No command' error, but if you don't, use the next method. Method two. Manually install updatesIf you suspect that the no command error is
due to software update or when trying to flash a custom ROM, then you can fix this problem by following the steps below:Step 1. Press the Volume Down button to move the cursor to the Apply cache update option. Step two. Press the Connect button to open your selection. Step three. Select the available software
update and press the Power button to install it. Method 3. Factory Reset Android PhoneEsis is the last resort for anyone who wants to fix android recovery mode that is not working. However, this method would be all your Android phone files and data, so make sure you back up your device information. Step one. Press
the Volume Down button to move the cursor to the Clear data/factory reset option. Step two. Press the Connect button to select the option and start the process. Step three. Once the process is complete, your phone will restart normally, and you can set it up again. It is possible that the above solutions do not suit your
need due to data loss. If this is the case, then iMyFone LockWiper (Android) is software that can reset your Android phone and fix android recovery mode not working without losing data. Part 3: Bonus – How to Reset Android Phone Without LossiMyFone LockWiper (Android) Data The phone reset tool can reset Android
devices even when the screen password or PIN is forgotten. It also offers flexible unlock mode for all Android device screen locks such as PIN, pattern, password, fingerprint, facial recognition. You will definitely enjoy using this app!100.233.123 DownloadsReset Android phones and tablets without data loss. Provide
flexible modes for all Android devices l locks: Remove FRP and remove Screen Lock.Support for more than 6,000 Android devices, Android OPERATING SYSTEM versions, and computer operating systems. Remove the screen lock on some Samsung devices without data loss. Offer a trial version to all those who want

to test the features of the software before committing money. Download NowHow to Reset Android Phone Without Data Loss in 5 MinutesStep 1. Download and install iMyFone LockWiper (Android) on your PC. Choose Remove screen mode without data loss. Connect your Android device to the software with a USB
cable and click Start to move on. Step two. Select the device name, model, and click Start. Step three. Once your device and information are matched correctly, iMyFone LockWiper (Android) will start downloading specific data packets to your phone. Step four. Follow the steps here to put your device in download mode.
When your device is in download mode, click Start to Unlock. After the disarmament process is done successfully, your Android phone has been restarted without data loss. Conclusion In all, we've seen the numerous ways to fix Android recovery mode that doesn't work problem on Android phones and tablets. We
believe that the methods shared above are effective enough to solve the problem, but we also know that the iMyFone LockWiper (Android) Phone Reset Tool is efficient enough to solve the problem in mere minutes. So get a test copy of LockWiper (Android) now! Download now
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